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Research Highlights
The research that been highlighted in this study are according to the strings of the population reduction that migrated to urban areas have had a profound impact. Its effect has led to rural hollowing phenomena. Rural hollowing is a widespread phenomenon of population loss, vacant houses and land abandonment that recently happened in many developed countries. In describing the rural hollowing phenomena there is no precise definition that can be utilized as there are various manifestations that need to be addressed in determining whether the area has been involved with rural hollowing phenomena, or still in early stages. The purpose of this study is to review recent research on the manifestation of rural hollowing phenomenon around the world. The review made mainly in accordance with point researchers findings particularly on the Phenomenon of Rural Hollowing in rural China, Iran, Europe, and other developed countries or regions. The review is particularly useful especially in Malaysia, and need for further research in Malaysia according to the problems of vacant and idle houses in the rural area.

This study indicates that to describe rural hollowing phenomenon has various forms of manifestation. Rural hollowing considered the conditions of rural land, population, economic, physical, infrastructure and social services; and cultural in order to categorize that villages becoming hollowing or not.

Graphical Abstract

Research Objectives
The purpose of this paper is to review recent research on the manifestation of rural hollowing phenomenon around the world. In this regard, is revise done based on two objectives: Firstly, to identify the manifestation of rural hollowing and secondly to examine the characteristics of each manifestation. This paper provides an exciting opportunity to advance our knowledge of rural hollowing phenomenon that happens nowadays.
Results
The review found that the problems of rural hollowing manifest themselves in the following aspect: land hollowing (LH); population hollowing (PH); economic hollowing (EH); physical hollowing (PhH); hollowing of infrastructure and social services (IH); and cultural hollowing (CH) (Li, 2014; Liu et al., 2010; Long et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2011; Thorbeck et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2016; Yunjie, 2017). Each of the manifestations has its own characteristics in order to categorize each of the manifestations of rural hollowing.

Findings
The findings from this literary reading indicate that there are many manifestations that have been used by other researchers in explaining the definitions, causes, and effects of rural hollowing phenomena, especially in China. However, there is no specific manifestation that every researcher use in solving rural hollowing issues. From the findings of the present invention, there are six manifestations that have been discussed, namely: [1] Rural Land Hollowing; [2] Rural Population Hollowing; [3] Rural Economic Hollowing; [4] Rural Physical Hollowing; [5] Hollowing of Infrastructure and Social Services; and [6] Rural Cultural Hollowing. These six manifestations show the relationship between one manifestation and another manifestation. The researcher concluded that the best manifestation in describing this rural hollowing problem is Rural Land Hollowing, Rural Population Hollowing and Rural Economic Hollowing.
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